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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius' Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius' Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Although Leon was in a hurry, he decided to return to Japan using Celsius'
power . It was better to do that while he can before he forgets about it if
something happens . Currently, Leon, Yuki, and the five terrorists were flying
on an ice platform created by Celsius . Conveniently enough, only Leon could
see Celsius . So, Yuki didn't know about the existence of spirits yet .

"To think I would be used like this . . . " Celsius clenched her teeth . "The next
time you try to use my powers as a vehicle, I will freeze you to death . "
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"If you don't like that, you can think of ways to regain your power . You need
my mana to grow stronger, right? Feel free to do so whenever you feel like

it . . . I won't force you, but at least train once a week is necessary . "

Since no one aside from Leon could see Celsius, no one could hear her
either .

"By the way, Celsius and Sylph, even though you two are working with me,
you guys can still give your blessings to other people?"

"Yes," Sylph answered .

"Obviously," Celsius said .

Leon started to wonder why Ilyana didn't say that . . . she probably had an
intermediate fragment of all spirits, after all . Most likely, she didn't say
anything because those spirits could only grant the same powers of lesser
spirits like the Efreet and Gnome Leon met on the goblins' world .

"Do you guys have to test the people I decided to receive your powers?"
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"No, if you want to give them basic powers, you just need to sacrifice ten
thousand points of your mana," Celsius answered . "Just don't go throwing
around my powers to every single idiot you find . "

Leon sighed, being warned like that by a spirit was kind of depressing . Even
himself doesn't intend to give that power to his friends, unless he proves
themselves to be trustworthy again .

It was 05:00 PM when Leon and Yuki returned to Tokyo as if Ren had

locked the terrorist there, Yuki guided Leon to her palace . Although he
wanted to fly in order to level up Celsius, Yuki said to use Transfer in order
not to let anyone see the terrorists . . . it looked like Ren did something like
that too . Much to Leon's surprise, on Yuki's dojo, there was a hidden door
that would lead to an underground prison .

"A prison under the palace?" Leon frowned . "You are a bit insane, don't you
think?"

"My palace is the building most well-guarded of the country," Yuki
explained . "Since that is the case, the most suited place to create a prison is
under the palace . "

"I wonder how that makes any sense for you . . . " Leon sighed .

After going down for a few minutes, Leon and Yuki finally reached the
bottom of the prison, and the place really looked like a dungeon . There were



no cells, but there was a type of coffins made of mithril that were being used
to keep the terrorists locked . Ren was there, keeping his eyes on them and

electrocuting them with a spear the moment they were about to wake up .
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"What the hell is this? A torturing chamber?" Leon frowned . "I wouldn't be
able to sleep knowing that such a place lies below my room . "

"Your Majesty! You returned pretty fast!" Ren ignored Leon's words .

"It looked like you already started," Yuki said . "Did they say something?"

"No, I didn't let them stay awake," Ren said .

"Do you guys have any device or magic item that cancels the effect of mana

or spells inside a specific area?" Leon asked .

"No, wouldn't that kind of thing be a problem for you?" Yuki frowned .

"I wouldn't sleep soundly at night if I let myself worry about such things,"
Leon answered . "Well, it doesn't matter . There is another way to stop them
from using any spells and contact their allies . "



Leon started to use Mana Absorption and drained the terrorist's mana, thanks
to that . He obtained a few minutes to question them . However, before
deciding one to interrogate, Leon analyzed them . They were all men that
seemed to be around thirty and forty years old . Three of them had black hair,
four were blond, and three had red hair . . . they seemed to be people from all

over the world . The only they had in common was their lust of power and the
fact that they doomed hundreds of thousands of survivors .

Since they all had the bodies of warriors, Leon decided to choose the one who
looked to be the youngest . He was blond and had a scar on his chin . After
taking him out of the mithril coffin, Leon used Flamethrower and started to
burn his right leg .

"AAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHH!"
The blond terrorist wake up once his flesh started to melt .

The smell of flesh burning made Leon almost puke, but he endured . Much to
his surprise, Yuki and Ren looked pretty calm, as if that was something they
had seen or done many times . Leon only stopped when the blonde terrorist
lost half of his leg . At some point, the pain decreased, but he was still
moaning and crying .

"Who are you working for?" Leon asked . "Where you stayed in the past

years?"

"I-I don't know . . . he didn't say his name to us . " The blond terrorist
answered while snort was running to his mouth .

Leon used Flamethrower again and burned the rest of the blond terrorist right
leg .



"You forgot to answer my second question," Leon said .
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. . .

Although Leon was in a hurry, he decided to return to Japan using Celsius
power . It was better to do that while he can before he forgets about it if
something happens . Currently, Leon, Yuki, and the five terrorists were flying
on an ice platform created by Celsius . Conveniently enough, only Leon could
see Celsius . So, Yuki didnt know about the existence of spirits yet .

To think I would be used like this . . . Celsius clenched her teeth . The next
time you try to use my powers as a vehicle, I will freeze you to death .

If you dont like that, you can think of ways to regain your power . You need
my mana to grow stronger, right? Feel free to do so whenever you feel like

it . . . I wont force you, but at least train once a week is necessary .



Since no one aside from Leon could see Celsius, no one could hear her
either .

By the way, Celsius and Sylph, even though you two are working with me,
you guys can still give your blessings to other people?

Yes, Sylph answered .

Obviously, Celsius said .

Leon started to wonder why Ilyana didnt say that . . . she probably had an
intermediate fragment of all spirits, after all . Most likely, she didnt say
anything because those spirits could only grant the same powers of lesser
spirits like the Efreet and Gnome Leon met on the goblins world .

Do you guys have to test the people I decided to receive your powers?

No, if you want to give them basic powers, you just need to sacrifice ten
thousand points of your mana, Celsius answered . Just dont go throwing
around my powers to every single idiot you find .

Leon sighed, being warned like that by a spirit was kind of depressing . Even
himself doesnt intend to give that power to his friends, unless he proves
themselves to be trustworthy again .

It was 05:00 PM when Leon and Yuki returned to Tokyo as if Ren had

locked the terrorist there, Yuki guided Leon to her palace . Although he
wanted to fly in order to level up Celsius, Yuki said to use Transfer in order
not to let anyone see the terrorists . . . it looked like Ren did something like



that too .Much to Leons surprise, on Yukis dojo, there was a hidden door that
would lead to an underground prison .

A prison under the palace? Leon frowned . You are a bit insane, dont you
think?

My palace is the building most well-guarded of the country, Yuki explained .
Since that is the case, the most suited place to create a prison is under the
palace .

I wonder how that makes any sense for you . . . Leon sighed .

After going down for a few minutes, Leon and Yuki finally reached the
bottom of the prison, and the place really looked like a dungeon . There were
no cells, but there was a type of coffins made of mithril that were being used
to keep the terrorists locked . Ren was there, keeping his eyes on them and

electrocuting them with a spear the moment they were about to wake up .

What the hell is this? A torturing chamber? Leon frowned . I wouldnt be able
to sleep knowing that such a place lies below my room .

Your Majesty! You returned pretty fast! Ren ignored Leons words .

It looked like you already started, Yuki said . Did they say something?

No, I didnt let them stay awake, Ren said .

Do you guys have any device or magic item that cancels the effect of mana or
spells inside a specific area? Leon asked .



No, wouldnt that kind of thing be a problem for you? Yuki frowned .

I wouldnt sleep soundly at night if I let myself worry about such things, Leon
answered . Well, it doesnt matter . There is another way to stop them from

using any spells and contact their allies .

Leon started to use Mana Absorption and drained the terrorists mana, thanks
to that . He obtained a few minutes to question them . However, before
deciding one to interrogate, Leon analyzed them . They were all men that
seemed to be around thirty and forty years old . Three of them had black hair,
four were blond, and three had red hair . . . they seemed to be people from all

over the world . The only they had in common was their lust of power and the
fact that they doomed hundreds of thousands of survivors .

Since they all had the bodies of warriors, Leon decided to choose the one who
looked to be the youngest . He was blond and had a scar on his chin . After
taking him out of the mithril coffin, Leon used Flamethrower and started to
burn his right leg .

AAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHH! The
blond terrorist wake up once his flesh started to melt .

The smell of flesh burning made Leon almost puke, but he endured . Much to
his surprise, Yuki and Ren looked pretty calm, as if that was something they
had seen or done many times . Leon only stopped when the blonde terrorist
lost half of his leg . At some point, the pain decreased, but he was still
moaning and crying .

Who are you working for? Leon asked . Where you stayed in the past years?



I-I dont know . . . he didnt say his name to us . The blond terrorist answered
while snort was running to his mouth .

Leon used Flamethrower again and burned the rest of the blond terrorist right
leg .

You forgot to answer my second question, Leon said .
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After making an example out of the first terrorist, Leon still burned one of the
legs of the other ones . Causing damage without asking anything first was an
excellent way to convince them to talk . Unfortunately, in the end, Leon only
obtained a few pieces of information . First of all, they never met the
harvester who was controlling them . The sneaky bastard only talked directly
with their minds and gave them directions . Upon arriving in those places, the
terrorists obtained magic items and tomes . They used that to get stronger and
become the leaders of small groups of survivors . Now and then, they would
hear the voice of the harvester promising them more tomes and magic
items . . . as long as they cause a ruckus on Earth .

"Who are those harvesters?" Yuki frowned .

"The guy who summoned me to another world and the bastard who teleported
me to the stomach of that massive snake are harvesters," Leon explained .
"Essentially, they are beings who wanted to mess with the progression of the
worlds in order to, when the time comes, have a good environment for them .
"



"Are you saying that a being of another planet was controlling the terrorists
and that being planned to weaken Earth's defenses?" Ren asked, surprised .

"Yes, you guys forgot about it, but one of them caused problems to us

before," Leon said . "Regardless, their goal wasn't just to cause a ruckus for
no reason . They wanted to destroy the alliance between countries and then
succeeded . Now human forces are divided into three places . It will be easier
for them to kill humans if they are divided . "

"Hmph! Whoever planned this, that person is dead wrong if they think things
will go the way they wanted . " Yuki snorted .

"Things are already the way they wanted . . . " Leon sighed . "I can't blame
you since the true enemies are beings that lived much more than any of us . . .
Anyway, you guys can do whatever you want with them . I will take one of
them with me in order to confirm that everything we heard was true . "
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" . . . Although we disagree in many things, I must thank you for your help,"
Yuki said after she crossed her arms and looked away . "Thanks to you, we
solved this situation without suffering a single loss, and you even gave
valuable information for us . "

"If you really feel thankful, don't cause problems for me in the future," Leon
said and then disappeared alongside one of the unconscious terrorists .



Although Leon solved that problem in less than a day, he couldn't slack off .
In the end, one day there was the equivalent of ten days on Ilyana's world .
He did it for a good reason, but he lost ten days where he could have trained
several skills or even obtained the cooperation of a spirit .

"Hey . . . can you talk?" Leon hesitated .

"Yes . . . " The zombie answered .

"Do you remember the things you did while you were alive?" Leon asked .
"Do you remember when I tortured you?"

"Yes . . . " The zombie answered .
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"Did you hide something? Did you lie?" Leon asked .

"No . . . " The zombie answered .

"Is there something you know that it will be useful for me about the creature

that talked to you?" Leon asked .

"No . . . " The zombie answered .



Leon looked away, very annoyed . Then he created massive rock and let it fall
over his zombie, smashing it into bits . Leon only wasted time using that skill
that he hated with a passion . Regardless, Leon returned to Ilyana's castle and
gave her a summary of what happened .

"I see . . . I guess the number of harvesters that will target Earth in the future
won't be small," Ilyana rubbed her chin .
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"Right . . . do you know that the dragons appeared on several worlds because

apparently, a harvester summoned them?" Leon asked .

"Yes, the same thing happened to my world," Ilyana explained . "However,
the dragons that you saw weren't real dragons . Just like the elementals I
create, they were just weakened copies of the real deal . The real dragons can
cause trouble for the people who have survived until the beginning of the fifth
stage of the assimilation . . . What about it?"

"Because of him, my parents died, and he is the number one bastard on my
kill list," Leon answered . "Can you tell me anything you know about him or

her?"

"Sorry, but that is not possible . " Ilyana shook her head .

" . . . Why?" Leon furrowed his eyebrows .



"She is my number one target too," Ilyana looked at Leon and showed her
vicious eyes for the first time . "I won't hand her over to anyone . . . I will kill
her myself . "

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

It looked like that was a personal matter to Ilyana, and she didn't intend to let
Leon do what he wants about that harvester . In the end, arguing wouldn't
change anything . . . unless Leon obtains the power to refute Ilyana, he
wouldn't be able to kill such harvester anyway . So, he put that kind of worry
on the back of his mind .

After making an example out of the first terrorist, Leon still burned one of the
legs of the other ones . Causing damage without asking anything first was an
excellent way to convince them to talk . Unfortunately, in the end, Leon only
obtained a few pieces of information . First of all, they never met the
harvester who was controlling them . The sneaky bastard only talked directly



with their minds and gave them directions . Upon arriving in those places, the
terrorists obtained magic items and tomes . They used that to get stronger and
become the leaders of small groups of survivors . Now and then, they would
hear the voice of the harvester promising them more tomes and magic
items . . . as long as they cause a ruckus on Earth .

Who are those harvesters? Yuki frowned .

The guy who summoned me to another world and the bastard who teleported
me to the stomach of that massive snake are harvesters, Leon explained .
Essentially, they are beings who wanted to mess with the progression of the
worlds in order to, when the time comes, have a good environment for them .

Are you saying that a being of another planet was controlling the terrorists
and that being planned to weaken Earths defenses? Ren asked, surprised .

Yes, you guys forgot about it, but one of them caused problems to us before,
Leon said . Regardless, their goal wasnt just to cause a ruckus for no reason .
They wanted to destroy the alliance between countries and then succeeded .
Now human forces are divided into three places . It will be easier for them to

kill humans if they are divided .

Hmph! Whoever planned this, that person is dead wrong if they think things
will go the way they wanted . Yuki snorted .

Things are already the way they wanted . . . Leon sighed . I cant blame you
since the true enemies are beings that lived much more than any of us . . .
Anyway, you guys can do whatever you want with them . I will take one of
them with me in order to confirm that everything we heard was true .



. . . Although we disagree in many things, I must thank you for your help,
Yuki said after she crossed her arms and looked away . Thanks to you, we
solved this situation without suffering a single loss, and you even gave
valuable information for us .

If you really feel thankful, dont cause problems for me in the future, Leon
said and then disappeared alongside one of the unconscious terrorists .

Although Leon solved that problem in less than a day, he couldnt slack off .
In the end, one day there was the equivalent of ten days on Ilyanas world . He
did it for a good reason, but he lost ten days where he could have trained
several skills or even obtained the cooperation of a spirit .

Hey . . . can you talk? Leon hesitated .

Yes . . . The zombie answered .

Do you remember the things you did while you were alive? Leon asked . Do
you remember when I tortured you?

Yes . . . The zombie answered .

Did you hide something? Did you lie? Leon asked .

No . . . The zombie answered .

Is there something you know that it will be useful for me about the creature
that talked to you? Leon asked .



No . . . The zombie answered .

Leon looked away, very annoyed . Then he created massive rock and let it fall
over his zombie, smashing it into bits . Leon only wasted time using that skill
that he hated with a passion . Regardless, Leon returned to Ilyanas castle and
gave her a summary of what happened .

I see . . . I guess the number of harvesters that will target Earth in the future
wont be small, Ilyana rubbed her chin .

Right . . . do you know that the dragons appeared on several worlds because

apparently, a harvester summoned them? Leon asked .

Yes, the same thing happened to my world, Ilyana explained . However, the
dragons that you saw werent real dragons . Just like the elementals I create,
they were just weakened copies of the real deal . The real dragons can cause
trouble for the people who have survived until the beginning of the fifth stage
of the assimilation . . . What about it?

Because of him, my parents died, and he is the number one bastard on my kill
list, Leon answered . Can you tell me anything you know about him or her?

Sorry, but that is not possible . Ilyana shook her head .

. . . Why? Leon furrowed his eyebrows .

She is my number one target too, Ilyana looked at Leon and showed her
vicious eyes for the first time . I wont hand her over to anyone . . . I will kill
her myself .



Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .
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. . .

It looked like that was a personal matter to Ilyana, and she didnt intend to let
Leon do what he wants about that harvester . In the end, arguing wouldnt
change anything . . . unless Leon obtains the power to refute Ilyana, he
wouldnt be able to kill such harvester anyway . So, he put that kind of worry
on the back of his mind .
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"What do you recommend for me to buy?" Leon asked . "I want to increase
my intelligence in order to learn Teleport as soon as possible . So, any
recommendations that will help me with that are more than welcome . "



"Just use it to buy some area of effect spells," Ilyana said . "Even if those have
a cooldown time, as long as you have mana, you can keep them activated and

level them up . Poison spells and acid spells can also help you obtain some
status points . You are not skilled enough to learn them on your own for now

anyway . "

"What else?" Leon asked .

"Neutral offensive spells will also help you with that, you currently only have
Mana Bullet as a neutral spell, right?" Ilyana asked . "Just learn those for the
time being and level them up for a week or two . After that, you can request
the cooperation of another spirit . "

Leon nodded and then headed toward one of the many dungeons . He didn't
know if it was a good idea to believe in Ilyana all that much, but it made
sense to spend some coins to learn those spells . It would save him time trying

to learn them on his own, after all .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Storm .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Duration: 30 seconds

Cooldown time: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Frost Nova .
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Cost: 500 mana

Cooldown time: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stalagmite .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Duration: 30 seconds

Cooldown time: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Poison Bullet .

Cost: 15 mana
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Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Poison Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Acid Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Cannon .

Cost: 200 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Arrow .

Cost: 10 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon didn't spend even five million coins, and it was already satisfied with
it . Little by little, it was becoming clear that he wasn't saving coins in order
to buy the teleport tome, it was because he was stingy . Since Leon's
breastplate had become half of what once had been, he decided to absorb it in
order to train the skills . In the end, that had been enough for Leon to level up
his new skills up to level thirty .

"One week passed . . . I guess it is time to look for the next spirit . Ilyana said
to train for a week or two, but just one should be fine . I want to obtain the
spirits' cooperation before anything . "



Although it was clear that they weren't cooperating with each other all that
much, Ilyana let out a long sigh since Leon returned after just one week .

"I think I'm going to the spirit of fire now," Leon said .

"Yes, yes," Ilyana massaged her eyebrows . "Head south, and you should find
him after you use the purple crystal . "

The next moment, Leon appeared in front of a purple crystal and then without
wasting any time, touched it . A few moments later, Leon appeared in the
middle of a forest, strangely enough, he didn't see or find any signs of
Ilyana's elementals .

"Now that I think about it . . . maybe I should listen to her more . Thanks to
her, I discovered about the terrorist and caught them before they could cause

any problem . "

Leon wanted to protect his planet and friends, even though his sense of
familiarity was getting dimmer by the day . However, he didn't have the
means to use time dilation and keep an eye on Earth . He had to rely on Ilyana
for that . Leon was still wary of her, but he didn't have much of choice in
such matters .

"I shouldn't get on her bad side . . . if I cause problems and show too much

caution, she may decide to ignore Earth altogether . I also need to ask her to
keep an eye on the planets where Amanda and Gisela are . . . "

Leon wondered if he wasn't being a bit too shameless in thinking about that,
be wary of someone, not willing to trust her, and then asking for favors . . .
Maybe asking to learn the spell she uses to monitor several places would



solve that problem, but that would only show that he didn't trust her no matter
what .

"She doesn't look to be a bad person . . . I can feel the presence of monsters
here, but there are no signs of her elementals, probably because their
existence alone would destroy this forest . "

Instead of clearly being wary of her, Leon decided to stay neutral, not trusting
in every single Ilyana says or doubting them . Someone as old as she would
probably notice Leon's change of behavior and understand why he was doing
that . However, that was something that couldn't be helped . Besides, Leon
couldn't solve every single problem just by thinking about them . Upon
realizing that once more, Leon moved toward the south, hoping the Efreet's
intermediate fragment wouldn't cause him a lot of trouble .

What do you recommend for me to buy? Leon asked . I want to increase my
intelligence in order to learn Teleport as soon as possible . So, any
recommendations that will help me with that are more than welcome .

Just use it to buy some area of effect spells, Ilyana said . Even if those have a
cooldown time, as long as you have mana, you can keep them activated and

level them up . Poison spells and acid spells can also help you obtain some
status points . You are not skilled enough to learn them on your own for now

anyway .

What else? Leon asked .

Neutral offensive spells will also help you with that, you currently only have
Mana Bullet as a neutral spell, right? Ilyana asked . Just learn those for the



time being and level them up for a week or two . After that, you can request
the cooperation of another spirit .

Leon nodded and then headed toward one of the many dungeons . He didnt
know if it was a good idea to believe in Ilyana all that much, but it made
sense to spend some coins to learn those spells . It would save him time trying

to learn them on his own, after all .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Storm .

Cost: 100 mana per second

Duration: 30 seconds

Cooldown time: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Frost Nova .

Cost: 500 mana

Cooldown time: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Stalagmite .



Cost: 100 mana per second

Duration: 30 seconds

Cooldown time: 30 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Poison Bullet .

Cost: 15 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Poison Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Acid Arrow .

Cost: 30 mana



Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Cannon .

Cost: 200 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mana Arrow .

Cost: 10 mana

Cooldown time: 05 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon didnt spend even five million coins, and it was already satisfied with it .
Little by little, it was becoming clear that he wasnt saving coins in order to
buy the teleport tome, it was because he was stingy . Since Leons breastplate
had become half of what once had been, he decided to absorb it in order to
train the skills . In the end, that had been enough for Leon to level up his new
skills up to level thirty .



One week passed . . . I guess it is time to look for the next spirit . Ilyana said
to train for a week or two, but just one should be fine . I want to obtain the
spirits cooperation before anything .

Although it was clear that they werent cooperating with each other all that
much, Ilyana let out a long sigh since Leon returned after just one week .

I think Im going to the spirit of fire now, Leon said .

Yes, yes, Ilyana massaged her eyebrows . Head south, and you should find
him after you use the purple crystal .

The next moment, Leon appeared in front of a purple crystal and then without
wasting any time, touched it . A few moments later, Leon appeared in the
middle of a forest, strangely enough, he didnt see or find any signs of Ilyanas
elementals .

Now that I think about it . . . maybe I should listen to her more . Thanks to
her, I discovered about the terrorist and caught them before they could cause

any problem .

Leon wanted to protect his planet and friends, even though his sense of
familiarity was getting dimmer by the day . However, he didnt have the
means to use time dilation and keep an eye on Earth . He had to rely on Ilyana
for that . Leon was still wary of her, but he didnt have much of choice in such
matters .

I shouldnt get on her bad side . . . if I cause problems and show too much

caution, she may decide to ignore Earth altogether . I also need to ask her to
keep an eye on the planets where Amanda and Gisela are . . .



Leon wondered if he wasnt being a bit too shameless in thinking about that,
be wary of someone, not willing to trust her, and then asking for favors . . .
Maybe asking to learn the spell she uses to monitor several places would
solve that problem, but that would only show that he didnt trust her no matter

what .

She doesnt look to be a bad person . . . I can feel the presence of monsters
here, but there are no signs of her elementals, probably because their
existence alone would destroy this forest .

Instead of clearly being wary of her, Leon decided to stay neutral, not trusting
in every single Ilyana says or doubting them . Someone as old as she would
probably notice Leons change of behavior and understand why he was doing
that . However, that was something that couldnt be helped . Besides, Leon
couldnt solve every single problem just by thinking about them . Upon
realizing that once more, Leon moved toward the south, hoping the Efreets
intermediate fragment wouldnt cause him a lot of trouble .

Novel Chapter 434

Chapter 434: 434

"Why spirits have to be so complicated?"

"You are just too simplistic, Leon," Sylph said .

"I'm not complicated," Celsius protested .



Now Leon couldn't even talk alone inside his head without hearing some
sharp remarks . . . Regardless, as expected, Leon found an intermediate
Efreet's fragment . But in order to receive his power and cooperation, Efreet
demanded a duel .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Leon looked back and saw Efreet flying fifty meters away from him, even
from that distance, he could feel the heat of his flames . Fortunately, despite
being at a low level, Ice Armor was making things more refreshing for Leon .
Still, Leon was running out of mana and didn't know how to defeat the fire



spirit since he didn't have any ice offensive spell at a high level aside from Ice

Beam . Leon could use that to cool Efreet down, but he would have to get a
bit closer .

"Why are you running away, human?" Efreet asked while he was smiling
viciously . "Come and face me! This won't be fun if you keep running
forever . "

Although facing Efreet directly would be a problem, at least Leon knew that

he would be more cooperative than Celsius regarding training and battles .
Things would get even noisier inside his head, but then again . . . everything
has a price .

"In the end, he won't agree to work with me unless I face him directly and

without using any cheap tricks or spells like Mana-Eater . . . "

Efreet fired a massive Fire Spear as if his presence alone wasn't enough to put
everything on fire . Although they had the same speed while Leon was using
Haste alone, the spear quickly approached Leon .Without much choice, Leon
used Transfer and appeared behind Efreet .

"It is time to end this . . . " Leon said and then shot Thunder Ray and Ice
Beam .

Efreet got hit by both attacks and started to tremble . Leon barely could keep
his eyes open due to the heat, but at least he could see that the ice he was
creating was quickly melting around Efreet's body, but at least the water was
increasing the power of Thunder Ray before it could become steam .



Efreet was resisting, as expected, it was a bit too much face an intermediate
spirit without using external sources to recover his mana . However, much to
Leon's surprise, his ice was starting to surpass Efreet's heat . . . after thirty
seconds, his body was covered in a thick layer of ice .
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"Seriously?" Leon asked in shock .

Leon stopped and jumped back, imagining that probably wasn't the case . . .
he got stronger . Still, Leon couldn't believe that he got strong to the point
where he could defeat an intermediate spirit so fast and without relying on
externals sources to recover his mana . Fortunately, the ice was melting little
by little, and that was a sign that Efreet was alive .

"Now that I think about . . . recently, I put all my points into intelligence in
order to learn teleport as soon as I can . Maybe that explains my sudden
power up . "

Since he didn't fight all that much in a while, Leon didn't notice that .
However, since he put more than one thousand points in intelligence, his
magic offensive powers got a little more than two times stronger . Suddenly,
the chunk of ice where Efreet was locked exploded .

"Hahaha! You almost killed me, human!" Efreet laughed maniacally . "You
defeated me . My power is yours . However, once I become strong again, we
will fight again! Hahaha!"



Efreet turned into a sphere of light and then entered Leon's body . That was
one hell of a weird spirit since he laughed like a demon king, but despite that,
he wasn't evil per se . . . burning half of a forest was something pretty bad .
However, Leon wouldn't complain since he just received his powers .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Efreet's Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pyromancy Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Blessing has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon sighed in relief and then smiled satisfied when he saw Fire Resistance
leveling up to the level four hundred, Pyromancy leveled up until the level
two hundred, and the same thing happened to Fire Blessing . Leon's status
points increased by two hundred . . . pretty nice progress for a single day of
work .

"Oh? Sylph and Celsius are already here?" Leon imagined Efreet frowning
while he said that . "Did you guys got beaten by him two? I bet I was the one

which lasted for longer . "

"Heya, Efreet," Sylph said .

"Only someone stupid would waste time fighting and destroy half of a forest
just to have fun," Celsius said .

"I lasted longer, right?" Efreet asked . "No need to feel embarrassed, you two
can admit . "

"We didn't fight," Sylph said .



" . . . Just shut up already," Celsius said after a long sigh .

Leon also sighed . . . because things got a lot noisier than he had expected .
Although Leon wanted to extinguish the fire Efreet caused, the flames
disappeared the very moment Efreet became Leon's partner . A massive part

of the forest had been burned . . . but in the end, Leon couldn't do anything
for that place . He already had his own problems to worry about, after all .

Why spirits have to be so complicated?

You are just too simplistic, Leon, Sylph said .

Im not complicated, Celsius protested .

Now Leon couldnt even talk alone inside his head without hearing some sharp
remarks . . . Regardless, as expected, Leon found an intermediate Efreets
fragment . But in order to receive his power and cooperation, Efreet
demanded a duel .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Armor has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon looked back and saw Efreet flying fifty meters away from him, even
from that distance, he could feel the heat of his flames . Fortunately, despite
being at a low level, Ice Armor was making things more refreshing for Leon .
Still, Leon was running out of mana and didnt know how to defeat the fire

spirit since he didnt have any ice offensive spell at a high level aside from Ice
Beam . Leon could use that to cool Efreet down, but he would have to get a
bit closer .

Why are you running away, human? Efreet asked while he was smiling

viciously . Come and face me! This wont be fun if you keep running forever .

Although facing Efreet directly would be a problem, at least Leon knew that

he would be more cooperative than Celsius regarding training and battles .
Things would get even noisier inside his head, but then again . . . everything
has a price .

In the end, he wont agree to work with me unless I face him directly and

without using any cheap tricks or spells like Mana-Eater . . .

Efreet fired a massive Fire Spear as if his presence alone wasnt enough to put
everything on fire . Although they had the same speed while Leon was using
Haste alone, the spear quickly approached Leon .Without much choice, Leon
used Transfer and appeared behind Efreet .

It is time to end this . . . Leon said and then shot Thunder Ray and Ice Beam .



Efreet got hit by both attacks and started to tremble . Leon barely could keep
his eyes open due to the heat, but at least he could see that the ice he was
creating was quickly melting around Efreets body, but at least the water was
increasing the power of Thunder Ray before it could become steam .

Efreet was resisting, as expected, it was a bit too much face an intermediate
spirit without using external sources to recover his mana . However, much to
Leons surprise, his ice was starting to surpass Efreets heat . . . after thirty
seconds, his body was covered in a thick layer of ice .

Seriously? Leon asked in shock .

Leon stopped and jumped back, imagining that probably wasnt the case . . .
he got stronger . Still, Leon couldnt believe that he got strong to the point
where he could defeat an intermediate spirit so fast and without relying on
externals sources to recover his mana . Fortunately, the ice was melting little
by little, and that was a sign that Efreet was alive .

Now that I think about . . . recently, I put all my points into intelligence in
order to learn teleport as soon as I can . Maybe that explains my sudden
power up .

Since he didnt fight all that much in a while, Leon didnt notice that . However,
since he put more than one thousand points in intelligence, his magic
offensive powers got a little more than two times stronger . Suddenly, the
chunk of ice where Efreet was locked exploded .

Hahaha! You almost killed me, human! Efreet laughed maniacally . You
defeated me . My power is yours . However, once I become strong again, we
will fight again! Hahaha!



Efreet turned into a sphere of light and then entered Leons body . That was
one hell of a weird spirit since he laughed like a demon king, but despite that,
he wasnt evil per se . . . burning half of a forest was something pretty bad .
However, Leon wouldnt complain since he just received his powers .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Efreets Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Pyromancy Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Blessing has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon sighed in relief and then smiled satisfied when he saw Fire Resistance
leveling up to the level four hundred, Pyromancy leveled up until the level
two hundred, and the same thing happened to Fire Blessing . Leons status
points increased by two hundred . . . pretty nice progress for a single day of
work .

Oh? Sylph and Celsius are already here? Leon imagined Efreet frowning

while he said that . Did you guys got beaten by him two? I bet I was the one

which lasted for longer .

Heya, Efreet, Sylph said .

Only someone stupid would waste time fighting and destroy half of a forest
just to have fun, Celsius said .

I lasted longer, right? Efreet asked . No need to feel embarrassed, you two
can admit .

We didnt fight, Sylph said .

. . . Just shut up already, Celsius said after a long sigh .

Leon also sighed . . . because things got a lot noisier than he had expected .
Although Leon wanted to extinguish the fire Efreet caused, the flames
disappeared the very moment Efreet became Leons partner . A massive part



of the forest had been burned . . . but in the end, Leon couldnt do anything for
that place . He already had his own problems to worry about, after all .

Novel Chapter 435

Chapter 435: 435

"I forgot about the plants I used to solve Celsius' problem . . . I guess I will
use them for training my skills up to level fifty . But first . . . I should inform
Ilyana about my arrival, she already knows that I returned, but the visitor still
had to greet the owner of the house . . . or in this case, the owner of the
planet . "

Ilyana was just like always, sitting cross-legged in the middle of her massive
castle, Her eyes were closed, it looked like she was using Zen . . . but
somehow the elementals still were appearing around her every five seconds .
Suddenly, she opened her eyes .

"You have returned . . . " Ilyana said .

"Sorry to disturb you, I just came to inform you that I returned," Leon said .

"What spirit are you going to look for next?" Ilyana asked .

"I think I will level up my skills up to the level fifty-first," Leon said . "I just
noticed that my offensive attacks grew a lot, and I want to increase it even
more in case something happens . I will come to ask for the location of the
next spirit later . "



"All right," Ilyana nodded .

Leon left the castle using Transfer and then headed toward his plantation of
leaves . He forgot to ask how she could keep Zen active and then use other

skills at the same time, but it was probably something Leon couldn't emulate
for the time being . Besides, he could always ask later .
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"I should also ask the real differences between Transfer and Teleport . . . well,
everything in its due time . "

It would take a while, but considering the order in his active skills list, Leon
would have to train Lightning first . . . he would have to start with the most
troublesome one . But it was better than letting that for latter and in the end
skipping the skill because of its cost and cooldown time .

Congratulations! The skill Lightning has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Pillar has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Ice Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"Mmm . . . one week to level up five skill twenty times . Since their costs
aren't high but low either, it is difficult to level them up without targets . "

"Then why don't you ask for that woman to use her elementals as targets?"
Celsius asked .

"I don't want to bother her with it . . . " Leon answered . "She is doing her
own things to get the revenge she wants, and I don't want to get on her way .
"

Sponsored Content
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Leon wished he could be so positive like that . Still, even though the spirits
that were with Leon were probably older than him, they couldn't fully
understand his worries and problems . They were sentient beings, but they
weren't people like Leon and Ilyana that at some point were only ordinary
people . Besides, their existences were different . For numerous reasons and
because Leon solved his problems alone until now, he wanted to rely only on
himself . Using Ilyana's knowledge would be something that would go
against that logic, but don't use it would be stupid .

Considering the things Ilyana could do, it wouldn't be strange if she could
read Leon's memories like a comic book . . . so, it was clear for her that Leon
wouldn't betray her and join the dark side . . . probably . So, she wasn't
losing all that much by giving Leon the knowledge he wanted, and she also
was training a possible useful ally .

Regardless, Leon leveled up thirteen other skills up to level fifty the next two
weeks . Although his status was growing nicely, just practicing spells without
real targets were boring and not very efficient .

"Since my goal became something massive . . . I'm losing sight of things like

small accomplishments . Strength is also only a means to an end for me, so I
can't be excited even though it is clear that I'm growing stronger . . . Anyway,
I will continue with this later . "

Leon was having motivational problems again unless he finds a real obstacle
to surpass or get his ass-kicked, it was unlikely that he would overcome that
anytime soon . His enemies can't be found using reasonable means, and Leon



would only fight them in hundreds of years . So, it couldn't be helped that he
was getting unmotivated .

"Can you stop making such a pathetic face?" Celsius asked . "It is very
annoying to see you showing that kind of expression . "

"We can solve that easily!" Sylph declared . "Let's play tag!"

"Bahahaha! Nothing like a good battle to raise the spirits! Let's fight, Leon .
" Efreet laughed maniacally like usual .

Leon scratched the back of his head and then let out a long sigh . It looked
like the 'voices' in his head wouldn't let him waste time with useless

thoughts . Although they were noisy and troublesome, Leon was thankful for
that .

Instead of training or looking for another spirit, Leon decided to materialize
Sylph, Celsius, and Efreet and let them make noise outside his head . He had
to keep using Mana Liquid in order to keep them materialized, but in the end,
it had been worth the hassle since their voices didn't let Leon think about
useless things .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Sylph's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius' Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreet's Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

I forgot about the plants I used to solve Celsius problem . . . I guess I will use
them for training my skills up to level fifty . But first . . . I should inform
Ilyana about my arrival, she already knows that I returned, but the visitor still
had to greet the owner of the house . . . or in this case, the owner of the
planet .

Ilyana was just like always, sitting cross-legged in the middle of her massive
castle, Her eyes were closed, it looked like she was using Zen . . . but
somehow the elementals still were appearing around her every five seconds .
Suddenly, she opened her eyes .

You have returned . . . Ilyana said .

Sorry to disturb you, I just came to inform you that I returned, Leon said .

What spirit are you going to look for next? Ilyana asked .

I think I will level up my skills up to the level fifty-first, Leon said . I just
noticed that my offensive attacks grew a lot, and I want to increase it even
more in case something happens . I will come to ask for the location of the
next spirit later .

All right, Ilyana nodded .



Leon left the castle using Transfer and then headed toward his plantation of
leaves . He forgot to ask how she could keep Zen active and then use other

skills at the same time, but it was probably something Leon couldnt emulate
for the time being . Besides, he could always ask later .

I should also ask the real differences between Transfer and Teleport . . . well,
everything in its due time .

It would take a while, but considering the order in his active skills list, Leon
would have to train Lightning first . . . he would have to start with the most
troublesome one . But it was better than letting that for latter and in the end
skipping the skill because of its cost and cooldown time .

Congratulations! The skill Lightning has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Pillar has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Earth Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Mmm . . . one week to level up five skill twenty times . Since their costs
arent high but low either, it is difficult to level them up without targets .

Then why dont you ask for that woman to use her elementals as targets?
Celsius asked .

I dont want to bother her with it . . . Leon answered . She is doing her own
things to get the revenge she wants, and I dont want to get on her way .

Leon wished he could be so positive like that . Still, even though the spirits
that were with Leon were probably older than him, they couldnt fully
understand his worries and problems . They were sentient beings, but they
werent people like Leon and Ilyana that at some point were only ordinary
people . Besides, their existences were different . For numerous reasons and
because Leon solved his problems alone until now, he wanted to rely only on
himself . Using Ilyanas knowledge would be something that would go against
that logic, but dont use it would be stupid .

Considering the things Ilyana could do, it wouldnt be strange if she could read
Leons memories like a comic book . . . so, it was clear for her that Leon
wouldnt betray her and join the dark side . . . probably . So, she wasnt losing
all that much by giving Leon the knowledge he wanted, and she also was
training a possible useful ally .



Regardless, Leon leveled up thirteen other skills up to level fifty the next two
weeks . Although his status was growing nicely, just practicing spells without
real targets were boring and not very efficient .

Since my goal became something massive . . . Im losing sight of things like

small accomplishments . Strength is also only a means to an end for me, so I
cant be excited even though it is clear that Im growing stronger . . . Anyway,
I will continue with this later .

Leon was having motivational problems again unless he finds a real obstacle
to surpass or get his ass-kicked, it was unlikely that he would overcome that
anytime soon . His enemies cant be found using reasonable means, and Leon
would only fight them in hundreds of years . So, it couldnt be helped that he
was getting unmotivated .

Can you stop making such a pathetic face? Celsius asked . It is very annoying
to see you showing that kind of expression .

We can solve that easily! Sylph declared . Lets play tag!

Bahahaha! Nothing like a good battle to raise the spirits! Lets fight, Leon .
Efreet laughed maniacally like usual .

Leon scratched the back of his head and then let out a long sigh . It looked
like the voices in his head wouldnt let him waste time with useless thoughts .
Although they were noisy and troublesome, Leon was thankful for that .

Instead of training or looking for another spirit, Leon decided to materialize
Sylph, Celsius, and Efreet and let them make noise outside his head . He had
to keep using Mana Liquid in order to keep them materialized, but in the end,



it had been worth the hassle since their voices didnt let Leon think about
useless things .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Sylphs Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Celsius Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Summon Efreets Fragment has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Novel Chapter 436

Chapter 436: 436

"Maybe that is why Ilyana can manage to stay sitting like that for so long . . .
she has them too,"

"What does Ilyana have?" Sylph asked .

"Nothing . . . I was just daydreaming," Leon answered .



Leon went to Ilyana's castle, and she was like always, sitting cross-legged
and creating elementals . . . Leon wondered what was her goal by creating
them for so long . Did she want to level up the skill until level max? Or was

that just a lazy way to obtain coins?

"Morning," Leon said, smiling .

"You seem a good mood," Ilyana frowned . "You also practiced for longer
than I imagined you would . . . Good for you . So, what spirit will you look
for now?"

"I guess the spirit of water . . . " Leon rubbed his chin .

"I see . " Ilyana nodded . "It will be difficult to find her . . . I can't give you
any directions . "

"May I ask why?" Leon asked .

"The spirit of the water's temple is in a similar situation of Celsius' temple
was," Ilyana answered . "It will be better if you see for yourself . "

Without giving any other proper explanation, Ilyana teleported Leon to
another purple crystal, and when Leon touched it, he understood what she
meant by that . Leon appeared underwater; he was in some ocean . Leon
reacted on time and swam upward, after flying upward for a while, he
confirmed that he was in another 'water' world .

"So . . . the spirit of the water temple is underwater, and some creature is
moving the temple from one place to another . "



Leon let out a long sigh . It would be really annoying finding the temple
underwater that was even truer since there were no landmarks above water,
and Leon could only see the landmarks underwater when he was close .

"Do you guys feel the presence of the spirit of water?" Leon asked .

"Yes," Sylph answered .

"Obviously," Celsius answered .

"I'm bad at that kind of thing," Efreet answered . "But I'm good at destroying

things . "

"Okay . . . which direction should I go?" Leon
asked .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"I can't tell," Sylph answered .

"Just find it yourself," Celsius answered .

"Finding the spirit is part of the trial," Efreet answered .

Sea-Snake

Health: 20000/20000

Mana: 15000/15000



Stamina: 10000/10000

Strength: 1525googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Dexterity: 2412

Speed: 2236

Active Skills: Water Creation Lv 460, Water Transformation Lv 400,
Hydromancy Lv 425, Cyclone Lv 330, Tsunami Lv 320, Bite Lv 340,
Water Beam Lv 450

Passive Skills: Water Absorption Lv 490, Wind Resistance Lv 300, Earth
Resistance Lv 250, Fire Resistance Lv 275

" . . . Why I always find those damn colossal monsters with such ease?"

Leon escaped the monster's first attack, but the very moment the creature
noticed that Leon escaped, the thing shot a small, but powerful cannon of
water . . . It was the Water Beam, the evolved form of Water Cannon . The
skill was so fast and powerful that Leon didn't have time to dodge and lost
seventy percent of his mana when Mana Armor got hit . As if that wasn't
enough, the attack shot Leon upward, spinning .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"Shit . . . do I have to find the water spirit inside an ocean where that kind of
monster lives?"

Leon only managed to stop his body from spinning and moving when he was
five kilometers above sea level . Fortunately, it looked like the Water Beam

couldn't hit him from so far away . Because the sea-snake didn't show
itself . . .

"I thought that I got stronger . . . but I guess I was getting ahead of myself .
"

Leon got stronger, but it looked like that was a monster that was almost on the
fifth stage . . . a creature that grew much stronger than the current world it

was in . After thinking for a while, Leon concluded that it wasn't possible that
he would find a massive number of those monsters . Since it was very likely
that it was a cannibal monster . . . Leon didn't find any other possible way to
explain that absurd power . However, even if that were the case, Leon would
have to lose a lot of time dealing with them . . . in order to reach his goal as
fast as possible, Leon would have to use Summon Zombie .



"This world is probably on the third stage of assimilation . . . a single day here
will equal ten days on Ilyana's words . How troublesome . . . "

Leon was in a bind, lose some time in order not to rely on a high that would
solve his problems too fast, or rely on it and little by little dig his grave?

Maybe that is why Ilyana can manage to stay sitting like that for so long . . .
she has them too,

What does Ilyana have? Sylph asked .

Nothing . . . I was just daydreaming, Leon answered .

Leon went to Ilyanas castle, and she was like always, sitting cross-legged and
creating elementals . . . Leon wondered what was her goal by creating them
for so long . Did she want to level up the skill until level max? Or was that

just a lazy way to obtain coins?

Morning, Leon said, smiling .

You seem a good mood, Ilyana frowned . You also practiced for longer than
I imagined you would . . . Good for you . So, what spirit will you look for
now?

I guess the spirit of water . . . Leon rubbed his chin .

I see . Ilyana nodded . It will be difficult to find her . . . I cant give you any
directions .



May I ask why? Leon asked .

The spirit of the waters temple is in a similar situation of Celsius temple was,
Ilyana answered . It will be better if you see for yourself .

Without giving any other proper explanation, Ilyana teleported Leon to
another purple crystal, and when Leon touched it, he understood what she
meant by that . Leon appeared underwater; he was in some ocean . Leon
reacted on time and swam upward, after flying upward for a while, he
confirmed that he was in another water world .

So . . . the spirit of the water temple is underwater, and some creature is
moving the temple from one place to another .

Leon let out a long sigh . It would be really annoying finding the temple
underwater that was even truer since there were no landmarks above water,
and Leon could only see the landmarks underwater when he was close .

Do you guys feel the presence of the spirit of water? Leon asked .

Yes, Sylph answered .

Obviously, Celsius answered .

Im bad at that kind of thing, Efreet answered . But Im good at destroying

things .

Okay . . . which direction should I go? Leon asked .



I cant tell, Sylph answered .

Just find it yourself, Celsius answered .

Finding the spirit is part of the trial, Efreet answered .

Sea-Snake

Health: 20000/20000

Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 10000/10000

Strength: 1525

Dexterity: 2412

Speed: 2236

Active Skills: Water Creation Lv 460, Water Transformation Lv 400,
Hydromancy Lv 425, Cyclone Lv 330, Tsunami Lv 320, Bite Lv 340,
Water Beam Lv 450

Passive Skills: Water Absorption Lv 490, Wind Resistance Lv 300, Earth
Resistance Lv 250, Fire Resistance Lv 275



. . . Why I always find those damn colossal monsters with such ease?

Leon escaped the monsters first attack, but the very moment the creature
noticed that Leon escaped, the thing shot a small, but powerful cannon of
water . . . It was the Water Beam, the evolved form of Water Cannon . The
skill was so fast and powerful that Leon didnt have time to dodge and lost
seventy percent of his mana when Mana Armor got hit . As if that wasnt
enough, the attack shot Leon upward, spinning .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Shit . . . do I have to find the water spirit inside an ocean where that kind of
monster lives?

Leon only managed to stop his body from spinning and moving when he was
five kilometers above sea level . Fortunately, it looked like the Water Beam



couldnt hit him from so far away . Because the sea-snake didnt show
itself . . .

I thought that I got stronger . . . but I guess I was getting ahead of myself .

Leon got stronger, but it looked like that was a monster that was almost on the
fifth stage . . . a creature that grew much stronger than the current world it

was in . After thinking for a while, Leon concluded that it wasnt possible that
he would find a massive number of those monsters . Since it was very likely
that it was a cannibal monster . . . Leon didnt find any other possible way to
explain that absurd power . However, even if that were the case, Leon would
have to lose a lot of time dealing with them . . . in order to reach his goal as
fast as possible, Leon would have to use Summon Zombie .

This world is probably on the third stage of assimilation . . . a single day here
will equal ten days on Ilyanas words . How troublesome . . .

Leon was in a bind, lose some time in order not to rely on a high that would
solve his problems too fast, or rely on it and little by little dig his grave?
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lightning has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lion's Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lightning has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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. . .

Leon made his choice, and when he did it, he approached the ocean . A few

moments later, the same sea-snake that attacked him came to chew his body,
but Leon made it eat twenty-four lightning bolts . Leon had to use all his
mana, but he killed the beast instantly . . . at the price of almost losing his
hearing . Leon's lightning bolts were so powerful that their movement made
the entire air in several kilometers vibrate .

"Phew . . . I guess I have to return to Earth and ask Yuki if they are selling
headphones there . My ears won't last long if I keep using this kind of attack
often and keep them unprotected . "



Leon solved that problem thanks to Multi-Casting, but he had time to notice
that the last lightning bolt was the one that killed the beast . Since the skill
level up, he would be able to save a little more mana, but it didn't change the
fact that he would waste a lot of time making that ocean of that world
explorable and secure .

In order to save time, Leon started to absorb the mithril of his equipment and
flew around that world . Five minutes later, he found another sea-snake, and
things repeated itself . However, this time, Leon escaped the Water-Beam .
The creature fell on the ocean, but after a few seconds, it returned to annoy
Leon, but his presence was ready to be delivered and then once again . . .
Leon killed another beast using Lightning and Multi-Conjuration .

Although it wasn't good for his heart, Leon used that strategy to lure and kill
the sea-snakes for an entire week . After doing that for so long, the tax of
encounter decreased from twelve every hour to one per hour . It wasn't one
hundred percent safe, but Leon couldn't keep going like that, he had to find
the spirit of water because time was something he couldn't afford to waste .
Leon decided to take some risks .
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"I think I'm walking in circles being stubborn not to use Summon Zombie and

still thinking that I don't have time to waste . . . in the end, I'm putting myself

at risk two times more . . . "



Since Leon couldn't feel the mana of other living beings and keep Mana
Concealment active, he had no choice but to swim and accept the risks .Well,
floating was probably the correct way to say it, since he was using Mana
Barrier . In the end, he wasn't that unprotected .

"I heard that some animals get scared when they feel the smell of their own
blood in some enemies . . . Shall I do that? Will those monsters even feel the

smell underwater? Can they even feel fear?"

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Barrier has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! The skill Mana Barrier has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Much to Leon's surprise, several hours passed, and he didn't find a single
sea-snake . Maybe along the previous week, he managed to show all of them



who was the boss . . . or if they were cannibal monsters, they were eating the
corpses of the monsters Leon killed . However, Leon was pretty sure the
second option wasn't the case . He found several bodies intact, after all .

"I wonder what it will be this time . . . A turtle was carrying Celsius' temple
on its back, now would be what? A whale?"

If that was the case, Leon doubted that he would need Mana Dominion's
help . Although his eyes weren't that good underwater, it was impossible not
to notice such a massive thing moving .

After exploring for quite a while, Leon noticed that there was no sign of small
animals in the ocean . Most likely, the sea-snakes devoured even the small
fish . Suddenly, Leon felt a presence under him . It was massive and
powerful . So, that caught Leon by surprise . He looked below, surprised, but
didn't find anything aside from a coral reef .

"Could it be?"

Leon approached the coral reef and eventually found an underwater cave .
However, when he approached, suddenly, a pair of eyes appeared in the
middle of the coral reef . Leon almost shit his pants, because that scared the
shit out of him . The eyes of that thing were bigger than Leon's body . It was
an ancient eagle ray, so old that would spend a massive amount of time
sleeping underwater that it gave time for a coral reef growing on its back and
to become a sort of disguise .

"It must also have Mana Concealment . . . there is no way that such a disguise
would work against every single other monster on the oceans . "



While Leon was thinking about that, the creature started to swim away from

him . Despite its size, it was quite big and not violent . It didn't even try to
attack Leon, after all . Regardless, after returning to the surface to fill his
Mana Barrier with air, Leon used Transfer and appeared inside the cave .

Moving around inside the underwater cave wasn't easy since everything was
so dark, and Leon couldn't use any spell because it could damage the temple
or the massive monster, his Mana Barrier bumped against the walls of the
place more than a few times, and that made his mana decrease . Regardless,
Leon didn't know how he would be able to talk with the spirit of water,
underwater, and inside the Mana Barrier . . . he could only pray that they
would reach some sort of agreement after talking with their eyes .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lightning has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lions Pride has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Lightning has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon made his choice, and when he did it, he approached the ocean . A few

moments later, the same sea-snake that attacked him came to chew his body,
but Leon made it eat twenty-four lightning bolts . Leon had to use all his
mana, but he killed the beast instantly . . . at the price of almost losing his
hearing . Leons lightning bolts were so powerful that their movement made
the entire air in several kilometers vibrate .

Phew . . . I guess I have to return to Earth and ask Yuki if they are selling
headphones there . My ears wont last long if I keep using this kind of attack
often and keep them unprotected .

Leon solved that problem thanks to Multi-Casting, but he had time to notice
that the last lightning bolt was the one that killed the beast . Since the skill
level up, he would be able to save a little more mana, but it didnt change the
fact that he would waste a lot of time making that ocean of that world
explorable and secure .

In order to save time, Leon started to absorb the mithril of his equipment and
flew around that world . Five minutes later, he found another sea-snake, and
things repeated itself . However, this time, Leon escaped the Water-Beam .
The creature fell on the ocean, but after a few seconds, it returned to annoy
Leon, but his presence was ready to be delivered and then once again . . .
Leon killed another beast using Lightning and Multi-Conjuration .

Although it wasnt good for his heart, Leon used that strategy to lure and kill
the sea-snakes for an entire week . After doing that for so long, the tax of
encounter decreased from twelve every hour to one per hour . It wasnt one
hundred percent safe, but Leon couldnt keep going like that, he had to find
the spirit of water because time was something he couldnt afford to waste .
Leon decided to take some risks .



I think Im walking in circles being stubborn not to use Summon Zombie and
still thinking that I dont have time to waste . . . in the end, Im putting myself

at risk two times more . . .

Since Leon couldnt feel the mana of other living beings and keep Mana
Concealment active, he had no choice but to swim and accept the risks .Well,
floating was probably the correct way to say it, since he was using Mana
Barrier . In the end, he wasnt that unprotected .

I heard that some animals get scared when they feel the smell of their own
blood in some enemies . . . Shall I do that? Will those monsters even feel the

smell underwater? Can they even feel fear?

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Barrier has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Barrier has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Much to Leons surprise, several hours passed, and he didnt find a single
sea-snake . Maybe along the previous week, he managed to show all of them

who was the boss . . . or if they were cannibal monsters, they were eating the



corpses of the monsters Leon killed . However, Leon was pretty sure the
second option wasnt the case . He found several bodies intact, after all .

I wonder what it will be this time . . . A turtle was carrying Celsius temple on

its back, now would be what? A whale?

If that was the case, Leon doubted that he would need Mana Dominions help .
Although his eyes werent that good underwater, it was impossible not to
notice such a massive thing moving .

After exploring for quite a while, Leon noticed that there was no sign of small
animals in the ocean . Most likely, the sea-snakes devoured even the small
fish . Suddenly, Leon felt a presence under him . It was massive and
powerful . So, that caught Leon by surprise . He looked below, surprised, but
didnt find anything aside from a coral reef .

Could it be?

Leon approached the coral reef and eventually found an underwater cave .
However, when he approached, suddenly, a pair of eyes appeared in the
middle of the coral reef . Leon almost shit his pants, because that scared the
shit out of him . The eyes of that thing were bigger than Leons body . It was
an ancient eagle ray, so old that would spend a massive amount of time
sleeping underwater that it gave time for a coral reef growing on its back and
to become a sort of disguise .

It must also have Mana Concealment . . . there is no way that such a disguise
would work against every single other monster on the oceans .



While Leon was thinking about that, the creature started to swim away from

him . Despite its size, it was quite big and not violent . It didnt even try to
attack Leon, after all . Regardless, after returning to the surface to fill his
Mana Barrier with air, Leon used Transfer and appeared inside the cave .

Moving around inside the underwater cave wasnt easy since everything was
so dark, and Leon couldnt use any spell because it could damage the temple
or the massive monster, his Mana Barrier bumped against the walls of the
place more than a few times, and that made his mana decrease . Regardless,
Leon didnt know how he would be able to talk with the spirit of water,
underwater, and inside the Mana Barrier . . . he could only pray that they
would reach some sort of agreement after talking with their eyes .
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Again, the spirit had humanoid form, but it was impossible to know if the

spirit of water was male or female . . . if Leon memory could be trusted, he
was pretty sure that Ilyana said that the spirit was female, and it also made
sense considering the lore that Leon obtained in some games .

"Mmm . . . Hello?"

Leon tried to use his mind to talk, but as expected, the spirit of water just
stared at him . He didn't know Telepathy, after all . Leon tried to move his
hand and tried to use signs, but then again, the spirit of water didn't react in
any way .



"Come on, guys . Give me a hand here . "

"I can't," Sylph said .

"Don't want to," Celsius said .

"I hate wet and depressing places like this," Efreet said .

Leon let out a long sigh . In the end, he could only rely on the spirits for small
things . However, suddenly, the spirit of water became a sphere of light and
entered Leon's body . . . that had been way too easy .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Hydromancy .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Undine's Fragment .



Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Blessing .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Underwater Resistance has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Underwater Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Underwater Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



"Hello, it is nice to meet you," Undine said inside Leon's head . "It's nice to
find some other fragments here too . "

"Hello . . . is it fine for you to help me without a test or trial?"

"You already did what I was going to ask you," Undine explained . "You
killed a lot of those monsters . Lately, they have been actively hunting my
friend here, but now that you decreased their numbers, they will become my
friend's meal for a while . "
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Undine's voice was pretty sweet, and Leon felt a motherly feeling coming
from her . Maybe it was because she sounded wise and, at the same time,
pretty laid back .

"You knew what I did," Leon frowned . "So, why didn't you say anything?"

"I was trying to mess with you," Undine said .

"I totally forgot to mark in some way the place I appeared . . . "

"You are quite the airhead, Leon," Undine said .



Leon wished that he could deny that with all his head, but he couldn't .
Regardless, the number of voices inside Leon's head increased by one .

Despite Leon's worries, he found the crystal he used just after a single day .
He just had to follow the path of corpses that he left behind, and he also
hurried because of those corpses had only bones left . . . Although Leon
decided to practice a few skills and the Summon Undine's Fragment, he chose
to ask Ilyana a few questions that had been bothering him as of late .

"Hey, Ilyana . . . "Leon hesitated . "You confirmed that the dragons had been
summoned by one of the harvesters to destroy a good part of the assimilated
planets . The same applies to earth dragons and T-Rexes?"

"No, even though you can obtain dragon hearts from them, they are the
weakest type of dragon," Ilyana explained . "Let��s see . . . putting in
simpler words . . . they would be like cats, and the real dragons were like
tigers . "

"That is a terrifying comparison . . . " Leon frowned . "What about

three-headed earth dragons?"

"They are a mutation of earth dragons, that is why their dragon hearts are far
more powerful," Ilyana explained . "Did you find them on your planet? They

rarely appear in worlds that are on the first stage of assimilation . By the way,
the effects of a real dragon heart are five times stronger than the ones you can
obtain from earth dragons on T-Rexes . "

"I see . . . wait a minute," Leon said, surprised . "Doesn't that mean that the
bitch who can create dragons and killed my parents can created dragons and
eat their hearts?"



"Yes, she can," Ilyana answered .

"Isn't that really bad?" Leon frowned .

"I don't consider that a problem," Ilyana shrugged . "Even if that makes her
stronger, it only increases her status . It won't give her real battle experience
or level up her skills . "

Leon nodded, but still . . . if he could eat one of those per day, he would
obtain half of the status he can currently obtain by training .

"Can you create them?" Leon asked .

"I could learn, in fact, I have some skills that create simple living beings, but
I won't use them," Ilyana answered . "You can understand why right?"

Leon nodded, killing enemies was one thing . Creating living beings just for
that wasn't something Ilyana would do; it didn't matter if that was a
convenient way to grow stronger . It was . . . immoral . Even if they were
living on a planet that they were the rulers, they still had their own sets of
things they could do and couldn't in order to get stronger . If one day they
decide to follow their path, they wouldn't be much better than the bastards
who destroyed worlds and civilizations just to satisfy their own selfish
desires .

Again, the spirit had humanoid form, but it was impossible to know if the

spirit of water was male or female . . . if Leon memory could be trusted, he
was pretty sure that Ilyana said that the spirit was female, and it also made
sense considering the lore that Leon obtained in some games .



Mmm . . . Hello?

Leon tried to use his mind to talk, but as expected, the spirit of water just
stared at him . He didnt know Telepathy, after all . Leon tried to move his
hand and tried to use signs, but then again, the spirit of water didnt react in
any way .

Come on, guys . Give me a hand here .

I cant, Sylph said .

Dont want to, Celsius said .

I hate wet and depressing places like this, Efreet said .

Leon let out a long sigh . In the end, he could only rely on the spirits for small
things . However, suddenly, the spirit of water became a sphere of light and
entered Leons body . . . that had been way too easy .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Hydromancy .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Undines Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Water Blessing .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Underwater Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Underwater Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Underwater Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Hello, it is nice to meet you, Undine said inside Leons head . Its nice to find
some other fragments here too .



Hello . . . is it fine for you to help me without a test or trial?

You already did what I was going to ask you, Undine explained . You killed
a lot of those monsters . Lately, they have been actively hunting my friend
here, but now that you decreased their numbers, they will become my friends
meal for a while .

Undines voice was pretty sweet, and Leon felt a motherly feeling coming
from her . Maybe it was because she sounded wise and, at the same time,
pretty laid back .

You knew what I did, Leon frowned . So, why didnt you say anything?

I was trying to mess with you, Undine said .

I totally forgot to mark in some way the place I appeared . . .

You are quite the airhead, Leon, Undine said .

Leon wished that he could deny that with all his head, but he couldnt .
Regardless, the number of voices inside Leons head increased by one .

Despite Leons worries, he found the crystal he used just after a single day .
He just had to follow the path of corpses that he left behind, and he also
hurried because of those corpses had only bones left . . . Although Leon
decided to practice a few skills and the Summon Undines Fragment, he chose
to ask Ilyana a few questions that had been bothering him as of late .



Hey, Ilyana . . . Leon hesitated . You confirmed that the dragons had been
summoned by one of the harvesters to destroy a good part of the assimilated
planets . The same applies to earth dragons and T-Rexes?

No, even though you can obtain dragon hearts from them, they are the
weakest type of dragon, Ilyana explained . Let��s see . . . putting in
simpler words . . . they would be like cats, and the real dragons were like
tigers .

That is a terrifying comparison . . . Leon frowned . What about three-headed
earth dragons?

They are a mutation of earth dragons, that is why their dragon hearts are far
more powerful, Ilyana explained . Did you find them on your planet? They

rarely appear in worlds that are on the first stage of assimilation . By the way,
the effects of a real dragon heart are five times stronger than the ones you can
obtain from earth dragons on T-Rexes .

I see . . . wait a minute, Leon said, surprised . Doesnt that mean that the bitch
who can create dragons and killed my parents can created dragons and eat
their hearts?

Yes, she can, Ilyana answered .

Isnt that really bad? Leon frowned .

I dont consider that a problem, Ilyana shrugged . Even if that makes her
stronger, it only increases her status . It wont give her real battle experience
or level up her skills .



Leon nodded, but still . . . if he could eat one of those per day, he would
obtain half of the status he can currently obtain by training .

Can you create them? Leon asked .

I could learn, in fact, I have some skills that create simple living beings, but
I wont use them, Ilyana answered . You can understand why right?

Leon nodded, killing enemies was one thing . Creating living beings just for
that wasnt something Ilyana would do; it didnt matter if that was a convenient
way to grow stronger . It was . . . immoral . Even if they were living on a
planet that they were the rulers, they still had their own sets of things they
could do and couldnt in order to get stronger . If one day they decide to
follow their path, they wouldnt be much better than the bastards who
destroyed worlds and civilizations just to satisfy their own selfish desires .
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You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Wall has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon spent a week training some of his spells and then leveling up the skills
to summon the spirits . He was progressing, his status was growing, and he
was clearing becoming stronger, but Leon himself didn't feel that . He could
only see himself training his spells as a relaxing activity . . . there was no
tension or danger . It was thanks to that; Leon didn't feel that he was actually
preparing himself for the battle that will take place on Earth .
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"I wonder how many other spirits exist . . . "

"If you are lucky, you can find six types,��� Undine explained . "The
spirit of water, wind, ice, thunder, earth, and fire . The others are more
difficult to find, and only individuals that lived very long lives manage to find
them,"



"Hey, why is my element was the last to be mentioned?" Efreet frowned .
"I'm the strongest, so I was supposed to be the first . "

Putting Efreet's complaints aside, Leon was pretty sure that he was an
anomaly . He found two lesser spirits purely by chance, and later he found
five intermediate fragments and managed to obtain total cooperation of four .
Considering that the giant harvesters had to fight together in order to obtain
their power, it was clear that obtaining their cooperation wasn't easy .
Regardless, it looked like Leon would have to find another Volt's fragment,
but he couldn't imagine himself obtaining his cooperation that easily, since he
failed once .

Leon headed toward Ilyana's castle to hear about the location of the next spirit,
but before that, Leon decided to ask her a few favors .

"Ilyana, can I ask you a favor?" Leon asked .

"Sure," Ilyana answered .

"Can you please monitor the humans' camps in the other worlds?" Leon
asked . "My family and friends are there, and even though they forgot about
me, I still want to help them in case something happens . "

"I am already doing that," Ilyana said .

"Oh, really?" Leon said, surprised .

Sponsored Content
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"I figured you would ask that sooner or later," Ilyana explained . "Besides,
even though they won't probably be strong enough when the time comes,
there is strength in numbers . If we are lucky, they will manage to kill a
harvester without losing half of their forces . "

" . . . I heard that other spirits could be easily found," Leon decided to change
the subject of the conversation . "What are the others aside from Gnome and

Volt?"

"There are other three aside from them," Ilyana answered . "Rem, the spirit of
light . Shadow, the spirit of darkness, and Sekundez . . . the spirit of the
time . "

It looked like things were a bit different from the games Leon knew .
Regardless, nine spirits were enough . Leon didn't want to hear so many
voices inside his head, after all .

"The trials of those three will be much more difficult .Well, it is only obvious
considering how much power one can obtain by obtaining their cooperation,"
Ilyana explained . "You should prepare yourself . It doesn't matter how strong

you are . You can easily die or go insane, trying to obtain their power and
cooperation . "

"Is that so . . . " Leon rubbed his chin . "I guess it isn't that surprising since
they can control things that are far greater than my understanding of things . "



"Are you not scared?" Ilyana asked .

"I am, but it doesn't mean I have to show that, right?" Leon forced a smile .

"That is true, but you can always find ways to decrease the dangers . . . if you
ask, I can make my spirits give you the lesser blessing . " Ilyana studied
Leon .
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"Nah, it is cool," Leon said . "If I don't obtain that kind of power on my own
while putting my life at risk, I won't be able to use it fully when the time
comes . I'm more than satisfied with just learning from you about their

locations . "

Leon knew that Ilyana was testing him, even though she said that he already
had the potential to become someone useful, she didn't say that he definitely
would . So, Leon decided to let her hear the answer she wanted .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 12296 +

Stamina: 756 +



Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 7635+

Endurance: 512 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 273,521,453

Status: 00

Skill List



Active Skills: Frost Lance Lv 50, Water Bullet Lv 50, Ice Bullet Lv 50,
Wind Bullet Lv 50, Fire Bullet Lv 50, Earth Bullet Lv 50, Mana
Reinforcement Lv 130, Lightning Lv 80, Magma Spear Lv 135, Fire Arrow
Lv 50, Ice Pillar Lv 50, Ice Arrow Lv 50, Earth Arrow Lv 50,Wind Arrow

Lv 50, Earth Punch Lv 50, Ice Punch Lv 50, Fire Punch Lv 50, Wind

Punch Lv 50, Earth Lance Lv 50, Ice Lance Lv 50, Thunder Bullet Lv 50,
Wind Lance Lv 50, Fire Lance lv 50, Fire Tornado Lv 50, Earth Wall Lv

50, Fire Wall Lv 50, Water Wall Lv 50, Wind Wall Lv 50, Magma Storm
Lv 30, Frost Nova Lv 30, Stalagmite Lv 30, Poison Bullet Lv 30, Poison
Arrow Lv 30, Acid Arrow Lv 30, Mana Arrow Lv 30, Mana Cannon Lv 30,
Fire Armor Lv 01, Summon Efreet's Fragment Lv 20, Hydromancy Lv 20,
Water Armor Lv 01, Summon Undine's Fragment Lv 20

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 400, Multi-Conjuration Lv 245, Fire
Blessing Lv 200, Lion's Pride Lv 290, Water Blessing Lv 20

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Water Wall has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon spent a week training some of his spells and then leveling up the skills
to summon the spirits . He was progressing, his status was growing, and he
was clearing becoming stronger, but Leon himself didnt feel that . He could
only see himself training his spells as a relaxing activity . . . there was no
tension or danger . It was thanks to that; Leon didnt feel that he was actually
preparing himself for the battle that will take place on Earth .

I wonder how many other spirits exist . . .

If you are lucky, you can find six types,��� Undine explained . The spirit
of water, wind, ice, thunder, earth, and fire . The others are more difficult to
find, and only individuals that lived very long lives manage to find them,

Hey, why is my element was the last to be mentioned? Efreet frowned . Im
the strongest, so I was supposed to be the first .

Putting Efreets complaints aside, Leon was pretty sure that he was an
anomaly . He found two lesser spirits purely by chance, and later he found
five intermediate fragments and managed to obtain total cooperation of four .
Considering that the giant harvesters had to fight together in order to obtain
their power, it was clear that obtaining their cooperation wasnt easy .
Regardless, it looked like Leon would have to find another Volts fragment,
but he couldnt imagine himself obtaining his cooperation that easily, since he
failed once .



Leon headed toward Ilyanas castle to hear about the location of the next spirit,
but before that, Leon decided to ask her a few favors .

Ilyana, can I ask you a favor? Leon asked .

Sure, Ilyana answered .

Can you please monitor the humans camps in the other worlds? Leon asked .
My family and friends are there, and even though they forgot about me, I still
want to help them in case something happens .

I am already doing that, Ilyana said .

Oh, really? Leon said, surprised .

I figured you would ask that sooner or later, Ilyana explained . Besides, even
though they wont probably be strong enough when the time comes, there is
strength in numbers . If we are lucky, they will manage to kill a harvester
without losing half of their forces .

. . . I heard that other spirits could be easily found, Leon decided to change
the subject of the conversation . What are the others aside from Gnome and

Volt?

There are other three aside from them, Ilyana answered . Rem, the spirit of
light . Shadow, the spirit of darkness, and Sekundez . . . the spirit of the
time .



It looked like things were a bit different from the games Leon knew .
Regardless, nine spirits were enough . Leon didnt want to hear so many
voices inside his head, after all .

The trials of those three will be much more difficult . Well, it is only obvious
considering how much power one can obtain by obtaining their cooperation,
Ilyana explained . You should prepare yourself . It doesnt matter how strong

you are . You can easily die or go insane, trying to obtain their power and
cooperation .

Is that so . . . Leon rubbed his chin . I guess it isnt that surprising since they
can control things that are far greater than my understanding of things .

Are you not scared? Ilyana asked .

I am, but it doesnt mean I have to show that, right? Leon forced a smile .

That is true, but you can always find ways to decrease the dangers . . . if you
ask, I can make my spirits give you the lesser blessing . Ilyana studied Leon .

Nah, it is cool, Leon said . If I dont obtain that kind of power on my own
while putting my life at risk, I wont be able to use it fully when the time
comes . Im more than satisfied with just learning from you about their

locations .

Leon knew that Ilyana was testing him, even though she said that he already
had the potential to become someone useful, she didnt say that he definitely
would . So, Leon decided to let her hear the answer she wanted .



Health: 154 +

Mana: 12296 +

Stamina: 756 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 7635+

Endurance: 512 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 2500 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins: 273,521,453



Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Frost Lance Lv 50, Water Bullet Lv 50, Ice Bullet Lv 50,
Wind Bullet Lv 50, Fire Bullet Lv 50, Earth Bullet Lv 50, Mana
Reinforcement Lv 130, Lightning Lv 80, Magma Spear Lv 135, Fire Arrow
Lv 50, Ice Pillar Lv 50, Ice Arrow Lv 50, Earth Arrow Lv 50,Wind Arrow

Lv 50, Earth Punch Lv 50, Ice Punch Lv 50, Fire Punch Lv 50, Wind

Punch Lv 50, Earth Lance Lv 50, Ice Lance Lv 50, Thunder Bullet Lv 50,
Wind Lance Lv 50, Fire Lance lv 50, Fire Tornado Lv 50, Earth Wall Lv

50, Fire Wall Lv 50, Water Wall Lv 50, Wind Wall Lv 50, Magma Storm
Lv 30, Frost Nova Lv 30, Stalagmite Lv 30, Poison Bullet Lv 30, Poison
Arrow Lv 30, Acid Arrow Lv 30, Mana Arrow Lv 30, Mana Cannon Lv 30,
Fire Armor Lv 01, Summon Efreets Fragment Lv 20, Hydromancy Lv 20,
Water Armor Lv 01, Summon Undines Fragment Lv 20

Passive Skills: Fire Resistance Lv 400, Multi-Conjuration Lv 245, Fire
Blessing Lv 200, Lions Pride Lv 290, Water Blessing Lv 20

Novel Chapter 440

Chapter 440: 440

Currently, Leon was in the middle of a labyrinth . The labyrinth was inside of
a massive mountain range . After asking Ilyana about where he could find an
intermediate fragment of Gnome, the spirit of earth, Leon went to another
planet that had a lot of mountains and forests . Fortunately, this time, Ilyana
knew where to find Gnome . . . the problem only started after Leon find the

spirit . Just like Sylph, Gnome was a goofball that liked to play . In order to



receive his powers, Leon would have to find him, at the end of that massive
labyrinth .

"Why do you complain so much?" Celsius said, annoyed . "Just break all the
walls and move in a straight line . "

"That won't be fun!" Sylph protested .

"Gnome will probably get mad if someone destroys the labyrinth he created
with such care . . . while he didn't have anything better to do," Undine
smirked .

"What a stupid trial," Efreet said . "If you are spirit, you have to test your
powers!"

It was a waste of time, but Leon couldn't help but hear the spirits'
complaints . Although he wanted to hear something useful to raise his spirits,
he only became more depressed since they weren't worried if Leon would
find Gnome in time or not . To obtain his cooperation, Leon would have to
find him in twenty-four hours and to obtain his power . He had one week . . .
twelve hours had already passed, and Leon was already sick of it .

"I guess always moving forward and to my left side won't work anymore . . .
I got it! I will use Electric Armor, that should help me not to get lost . "

Until that moment, Leon only used Haste to move in order to conserve mana,
but since Electric Armor would also burn the path he passes, it would be an
excellent way not to follow a path he already explored .
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In the end, that simple decision solved Leon's problems . Even though the
mountain range and the labyrinth were massive, they had a limit . After
saving a lot of time not exploring the same places over and over again, Leon
found Gnome .

"Aww . . . you found me," Gnome said, dispirited . "You are the first person
that found me so fast . . . but the next time, I will create an even better
labyrinth . "

"Next time?" Leon frowned . "Wait a minute . . . "

Before Leon could protest because it looked like Gnome would cause
problems for him every week just like Sylph, he turned into a yellow sphere

and entered Leon's body . The energy stabilized like usual, and then he
received the notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Sponsored Content
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Gnome's Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Resistance has leveled up .
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You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

" . . . 380 more status points," Leon rubbed his chin . "I guess I don't have
much of choice and comply with his demands . "



Although Leon was the boss, he didn't want to force his spirits to do
everything he wanted . A loyal friend would be more helpful in a battle than

a slave, after all .

"Things are starting to get tight here," Sylph said .

"I know that I'm not very smart, but is my head that small?" Leon frowned .

"The hell are you talking about?" Celsius asked . "The space inside of you that
beings like us can occupy is defined by the amount of mana you have .
Considering your current mana, you can store six of us inside you . But it
won't be pleasant for us, so hurry up and increase your mana . "

Leon sighed, he wanted to increase his intelligence in order to learn Teleport,
but it couldn't be helped . Leon decided to divide all the points he obtains
from now on into intelligence and mana . Since he already had a few, he
allocated them .

" . . . It is a little better now," Gnome said after a sigh . "Please hurry up and
increase your mana . I don't like tight places . "

Since it would be difficult to obtain the other spirits' cooperation, Leon
decided to use Zen for a while once he returns . He needed to level up that
skill, after all . Using that skill, Leon also would increase his mana and
intelligence .

"I should also use my other low-level skills . . . not make use of that
plantation of blue angel leaves would be a big mistake . Come to think of



it . . . I also need to ask Ilyana to teach me how to absorb mana from the

environment . "

Finally, Leon was back to the point where he had no idea the best way to
increase his strength in an efficient manner . In the end, Leon decided to spent
half of his free time using Zen and the other half collecting blue angel leaves
and leveling up his low-level skills . That way, he would decrease his
headache when he discovers the most efficient way to grow his status .

However, before that, Leon went to Ilyana's castle and reported to her about
his success . Leon couldn't help but frown when he saw her . . . Ilyana was
just like usual, cross-legged, doing whatever she usually does to obtain mana
and creating elementals . It has been a few months since he met her, but aside
from the first time, she looked pretty normal . . . not messy like a creature
that hadn't take a shower and cut her hair in decades .

"I guess she became more aware of her appearance again after I appeared . . .
No, that is just me imagining things . Certainly, she doesn't take a shower and
clean herself whenever I'm about to show up . . . right?"

Currently, Leon was in the middle of a labyrinth . The labyrinth was inside of
a massive mountain range . After asking Ilyana about where he could find an
intermediate fragment of Gnome, the spirit of earth, Leon went to another
planet that had a lot of mountains and forests . Fortunately, this time, Ilyana
knew where to find Gnome . . . the problem only started after Leon find the

spirit . Just like Sylph, Gnome was a goofball that liked to play . In order to
receive his powers, Leon would have to find him, at the end of that massive
labyrinth .



Why do you complain so much? Celsius said, annoyed . Just break all the
walls and move in a straight line .

That wont be fun! Sylph protested .

Gnome will probably get mad if someone destroys the labyrinth he created
with such care . . . while he didnt have anything better to do, Undine
smirked .

What a stupid trial, Efreet said . If you are spirit, you have to test your
powers!

It was a waste of time, but Leon couldnt help but hear the spirits complaints .
Although he wanted to hear something useful to raise his spirits, he only
became more depressed since they werent worried if Leon would find Gnome
in time or not . To obtain his cooperation, Leon would have to find him in

twenty-four hours and to obtain his power . He had one week . . . twelve
hours had already passed, and Leon was already sick of it .

I guess always moving forward and to my left side wont work anymore . . . I
got it! I will use Electric Armor, that should help me not to get lost .

Until that moment, Leon only used Haste to move in order to conserve mana,
but since Electric Armor would also burn the path he passes, it would be an
excellent way not to follow a path he already explored .

In the end, that simple decision solved Leons problems . Even though the
mountain range and the labyrinth were massive, they had a limit . After
saving a lot of time not exploring the same places over and over again, Leon
found Gnome .



Aww . . . you found me, Gnome said, dispirited . You are the first person that
found me so fast . . . but the next time, I will create an even better labyrinth .

Next time? Leon frowned . Wait a minute . . .

Before Leon could protest because it looked like Gnome would cause
problems for him every week just like Sylph, he turned into a yellow sphere

and entered Leons body . The energy stabilized like usual, and then he
received the notifications .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Armor .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Gnomes Fragment .

Cost: 30 mana per second .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Geomancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Earth Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

. . . 380 more status points, Leon rubbed his chin . I guess I dont have much
of choice and comply with his demands .

Although Leon was the boss, he didnt want to force his spirits to do
everything he wanted . A loyal friend would be more helpful in a battle than

a slave, after all .

Things are starting to get tight here, Sylph said .

I know that Im not very smart, but is my head that small? Leon frowned .

The hell are you talking about? Celsius asked . The space inside of you that
beings like us can occupy is defined by the amount of mana you have .
Considering your current mana, you can store six of us inside you . But it
wont be pleasant for us, so hurry up and increase your mana .

Leon sighed, he wanted to increase his intelligence in order to learn Teleport,
but it couldnt be helped . Leon decided to divide all the points he obtains from
now on into intelligence and mana . Since he already had a few, he allocated
them .

. . . It is a little better now, Gnome said after a sigh . Please hurry up and
increase your mana . I dont like tight places .



Since it would be difficult to obtain the other spirits cooperation, Leon
decided to use Zen for a while once he returns . He needed to level up that
skill, after all . Using that skill, Leon also would increase his mana and
intelligence .

I should also use my other low-level skills . . . not make use of that plantation
of blue angel leaves would be a big mistake . Come to think of it . . . I also
need to ask Ilyana to teach me how to absorb mana from the environment .

Finally, Leon was back to the point where he had no idea the best way to
increase his strength in an efficient manner . In the end, Leon decided to spent
half of his free time using Zen and the other half collecting blue angel leaves
and leveling up his low-level skills . That way, he would decrease his
headache when he discovers the most efficient way to grow his status .

However, before that, Leon went to Ilyanas castle and reported to her about
his success . Leon couldnt help but frown when he saw her . . . Ilyana was
just like usual, cross-legged, doing whatever she usually does to obtain mana
and creating elementals . It has been a few months since he met her, but aside
from the first time, she looked pretty normal . . . not messy like a creature
that hadnt take a shower and cut her hair in decades .

I guess she became more aware of her appearance again after I appeared . . .
No, that is just me imagining things . Certainly, she doesnt take a shower and
clean herself whenever Im about to show up . . . right?
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